
Major School Change 2019-2020 
 

 

Problem Statement: 

The driving force for the major school change is the low student enrollment at Beurling Academy, 

Lakeside Academy and Lindsey Place High School.  

Proposed Solution: 

Relocate Saint Thomas High School to Lindsey Place and revoke Lindsey Place High School Deed of 

Establishment. Lindsey Place HS students will be re-distributed, and some St Thomas HS students will be 

redistributed. 

Considerations: 

• The Lindsey Place building is superior to the St Thomas HS building and could be in danger of 

being expropriated by the Quebec Minister of Education for the benefit of the Marguerite-

Bourgeoys School Board. 

• The Saint Thomas HS culture could be disrupted with, not only student re-distribution, but staff 

re-allocations. Saint Thomas HS is in direct competition with English private schools and any 

degradation in its popularity and academic success could put it on the path to low enrollment 

and irrelevance which would trigger another Major School Change.  

•  Impact on families. A major school change affects students and their families, and the 

experience is unlikely to be positive. Parents from Lindsey Place HS and St Thomas HS will be 

forced to reconsider enrollment not only for their children affected, but for their younger 

children that will enter high school soon. Executing a major school change and disregarding the 

parents and students is contrary to how a community-based school board should behave. This is 

the type of action expected from an indifferent and maybe even hostile provincial ministry. 

 

We must face reality. Our English-speaking community is dwindling. Many parents choose to send their 

kids to the French system and others prefer the private system. LBPSB must remain competitive by 

offering unique and strong educational programs, modern facilities and a healthy environment while at 

the same time acting as an institution that cares about the community it serves. LBPSB should not be 

perceived as an arm of the Ministry of Education that is at best indifferent to the needs of the English-

speaking community. 

Counter Proposal: 

Keep the status quo with one change. Do not allow new enrollments to Lindsey Place HS. Lindsey Place 

HS will lose 1 grade per year until it dissolves or until it is ready to be absorbed with little disruption.  In 

the case where siblings are split, they could be given priority at a school of their choosing. Lindsey Place 

HS teachers can be re-assigned to other schools as needed and in accordance to their collective 

bargaining agreement. At some point, St Thomas would be able to move to Lindsey Place without losing 



any teachers or students. Or rather, the loss of teachers and students would be the same as the 

expected number in any given year. This would allow St Thomas to have the best chance of maintaining 

its culture, it would allow the Lindsey Place building to be held by LBPSB and would cause minimal 

disruption to both Lindsey Place HS and St Thomas HS families. Finally, it would give LBPSB credibility 

and show that it cares about the community, and that would make the LBPSB network of schools more 

attractive to future students. 
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